
How I built Britain’s smartest 
wheelchair-accessible house

When Jo Wright suffered a spinal injury her daily life became a 

struggle — so she built the house of her dreams
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Claywood is made of Danish brick and stained larch
J IM STEPHENSON
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L ife can change in an instant. In September 2011, Jo Wright woke up on a

Monday morning with a sore back. By Friday, she had lost the use of her

legs. Wright, then 50, had developed a spinal epidural abscess. It

happens to about 50 people a year in the UK. For reasons unknown to her or her

doctors, bacteria lodged in her spinal column, an abscess grew and squashed her

spinal cord. A sales director for BT at the time, she spent seven months in

hospital, and emerged from it in a wheelchair.

Her emotional journey is symbolised in an artwork that hangs in the front hall

of her Hampshire house, where she lives with her husband, Dave, 62 and three

children, aged 22 to 27. The five clay mouldings of the spine, hanging side by

side, start oP dark and gradually get lighter. “The first one symbolises dark days,

the next one is anger and frustration, then learning to live, followed by coming

to terms and the last one is embracing our flaws, even celebrating them. In the

last one the cracks are mended in gold leaf. It is by the artist Gary Nicholson,

who himself has a spinal cord injury.”

When Jo suPered her injury, the family was living in a quirky Edwardian house

with towers and turrets. She spent the next eight years struggling to navigate it,

and it wore her down. She couldn’t join the family for a meal on the terrace. She

couldn’t watch her children play croquet in the garden, nor could she kiss them

goodnight, as her bedroom was on the ground floor.

She and Dave, a retired civil servant, looked to buy a more appropriate house, to

no avail. “All the bungalows have a step here, a step there. We asked an architect

to build an extension on to our old house but he was essentially proposing a

separate wing where I would live apart from the family,” she says. “I wanted to

be integrated.”

The Wrights decided the only way to find the accessible house of their dreams

was to build it themselves. They couldn’t aPord to buy land in their part of

Hampshire, just outside Basingstoke, so they sold their old home and kept an

acre of their old garden for the project. Built over three-and-a-half years and

completed in October 2020, Claywood is a five-bedroom wonder of accessible

design.

She gave free rein to the architects, Ayre Chamberlain Gaunt

(acgarchitects.co.uk), but was adamant about one thing: “I did not want this to

feel like a house for a disabled person.” says Jo, now 60. “I did not want to see

any ramps.”
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That also meant no thresholds or steps. “I said I want to have lunch outside with

the family and get over the threshold with a tray of drinks or coPees. In a

wheelchair if you have a tray in your lap, if you go over a jump, the drinks will go

flying. In this house, I can go anywhere. The family now eats outside together

five days a week.”

The house is also a lesson in how much able-bodied people take for granted.

Underneath her ovens, which are at chair height, a sturdy tray slides out so she

can quickly drop a hot dish there. “If the average person drops their supper, it is

quite annoying. If I drop my supper, it ends up in my lap and I could have

months in the hospital with third-degree burns.”

In front of the hob, there is a protective lip at the edge of the worktop, in case a

pan boils over and scalds her legs. “The lip gives you time to get out of the way.”
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In the master suite, there are two showers: a rainshower for Dave, and a separate

nook with only a handheld shower for Jo. “Jo won’t go under a shower if it is not

hand held,” explains Dave. “Because if the water changes temperature, she can’t

get out of the way quickly.”

Carpets are the enemy of wheelchairs; rug edges must be flattened out. Sofas are

another bugbear: they are often too low to manoeuvre onto from a wheelchair.

So Jo commissioned bespoke sofas by Hitch Mylius: the seats are 50cm high,

rather than the standard 37cm. “Most modern sofas you don’t have to be

disabled to have a hard time getting up. Anyone over 50 doesn’t stand a chance.”

Window heights optimise views for Jo. In the master suite, where she rests a lot,

the bed faces a full glass wall overlooking a forest so she can watch the squirrels.

And she is finally sleeping on the same floor as her children — a huge

psychological boost. “My daughter Sally had tonsillitis this year and I was able to

take her paracetamol and a drink, which is a big thing for a mum,” she says.

To get upstairs she takes a sleek glass lift with a skylight by Aritco, a Scandi firm.

“Some disabled lifts are horrible. This one is quite Star Trekky.”

If the lift ever breaks, the staircase has rails attached to steels, and steps with

low rises, so she can hoist herself up and down.

Her ultimate luxury was a 14m indoor swimming pool: “I feel least disabled in

the water”. She regularly walks up and down the pool, which is only 1.5 metres

deep, holding on to the side.

Other details that make life easier include: moveable clothes rails; sensors that

open doors and turn on loo lights; a full-body dryer; generous turning circles (1.7

metres). It is truly a machine for living. A self-contained flat could one day be

home to a full-time carer. In the gym, Jo has physiotherapy once a week on a

specially adapted treadmill and standing frame. “I’ll never walk again, but I have

to maintain my ability to stand and bear weight, so I can take a few steps on

crutches. This is how I get into people’s houses, or go to the pub.”

What she lacks in mobility, Jo makes up for in can-do spirit. When the builders

went bust during the build, she donned a hard hat and took over project

management. This weekend Jo and Dave will attend the Beautiful Days festival,

and camp in Jo’s 7.5-ton adapted lorry, which she drives with her hands, and

normally uses to transport her horses to shows. “It would be much easier for me

to stay inside but I have to be able to go out and have a life.”

In the old house, niggles made life diecult. “I had to squeeze through narrow

doors and scraped the odd knuckle along the way. In my bedroom, the light

switch was on the wrong side of the door which drove me potty. If I left my

glasses on my dresser I had to go through a gap to get it. I’d get the wheels tied

up in the bedspread. Then I would knock over a shoe rack. These micro-

grievances just drip and drip away at you, and it aPects your outlook. The

architects here have done a great job of removing the shit from my life.”

Life is easier for the family too. “In the old house, I didn’t like to leave Jo alone,”

Dave says. “Here I have no hesitation.”

Jo prefers not to say how much the build cost, but acknowledges how fortunate

she is to have had the means to build Claywood. She is giving back: she is chair

of the Back Up Trust (backuptrust.org.uk), a charity that helps people with

spinal-cord injuries live a full life. “There is a terrible lack of accessible housing

in this country. People get discharged from hospitals into old people’s homes

because there is nowhere else for them. If you are in your thirties or forties,

living in an old people’s home …. the ePect on your mental health is shocking.”

By contrast, Claywood is full of “moments of joy”. “I feel the least disabled I have

ever felt. This house has transformed my life. I get quite emotional thinking

about it.”

backuptrust.org.uk; acgarchitects.co.uk

@HughGrahamST

Jo’s suppliers

● Adam Thomas, accessible kitchens, adamthomasconsultancy.com

● Hewi, accessible sanitaryware, hewi.com/en

● Motion Spot, design-led accessibility, motionspot.co.uk

● Pools by Design, poolsbydesign.co.uk
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R Rebecca Towers ·· 1 DAY AGO

Incredible what can be done if you have the money.

Reply Recommend (11)

K KC ·· 22 HOURS AGO

This is a really inspirational article. The house looks beautiful, but most of all I am 
uplifted by your positive but practical outlook. Wishing you many happy years in your 
lovely home with your family. (Edited)

Reply Recommend (5)

A Anon ·· 18 HOURS AGO

Replying to KC

How nice that you gave a nod to their adaptability without making a point about 
their fortunate financial situation!

Reply Recommend

L Lizbet ·· 13 HOURS AGO

I found this article very interesting. As someone who uses a powerchair to get around, 
though I can walk a few steps here and there, I like to see how other people manage 
similar situations. We are fortunate with our house; half of it used to be a barn, which is 
very roomy, and the other half a cottage. We had a through-floor lift put in during some 
major refurbishment, which connects a TV room with our bedroom, and have ramps to 
all but one of the outside doors. We have a few very useful gadgets (bathlift that lets me 
right down into the bath, larder cupboard that makes it easy to reach everything inside, 
among other things) but I think what matters most is the careful planning that only the 
person who uses the wheelchair/powerchair can really do. 
 
Everyone has the non-negotiable things, the nice-to-have things and so on, but these will 
be diPerent from person to person.  I think we need to be careful not to assume that just 
adding ramps, for instance, will make things work for everyone. I had to think how I 
would use each part of our house, and how I would approach all the things that tend to 
be diecult. We didn't widen doorways, as the powerchair fits through a standard one, 
but I have perching stools in several locations; light switches are lower and sockets 
higher than most people would place them. Thinking and planning make more 
diPerence than many things - and I'd recommend the Disabled Living Foundation 
(Living made easy) for ideas.

Reply Recommend (4)

J Jane Patrick ·· 1 DAY AGO

Interesting - maybe you should invite Melanie Reid down to see it.

Reply Recommend (4)

C Chris Frankland ·· 1 DAY AGO

The space is overwhelming.

Reply Recommend (2)

F F de C ·· 20 HOURS AGO

Excellent house!

Reply Recommend (2)

T The Times AI is the devils spawn ·· 1 DAY AGO

Nice to have the money. I had the same abscess, accompanied by a tumour.  After 
discovering that the NHS was not so special (London-based neurosurgeon would not 
operate on me until I was permanently in a wheelchair; luckily my French neurosurgeon 
took a more pro-active approach that allows me to stagger around with sticks).  I struggle 
around our house; once our youngest has finished university we will look for a bungalow 
(swore I would never buy one). (Edited)

Reply Recommend (1)

C Catherine Mcelhone ·· 23 HOURS AGO

Replying to The Times AI is the devils spawn

It would be nice to have the money wouldn’t it, i hope your move goes well, I have 
mobility issues too, from a brain injury not spinal, your life can change in an instant 
and it can happen to anyone. I wish more able bodied people would realise this x

Reply Recommend (3)

K K Purcell ·· 21 HOURS AGO

It should not be unusual to have disability-friendly housing. Nothing given consent now 
should be anything else than disability friendly and eco friendly. 
By the way, the idea that it is not acceptable to put disabled people into 'old people's  
homes' raises other points about what is acceptable.  Is apartheid o.k? Is segregation o.k?  
If not, why should people be sentenced to being locked away from contact with the wider 
community, just because they have an 'incorrect' birthdate?  It is known, established 
over and over again, that segregating old people does harm to their mental and physical 
well being.  How, then, can it be legal?

Reply Recommend (1)

Show 1 more reply

O Observation Post ·· 17 HOURS AGO

Replying to K Purcell

No house given planning consent should have stairs? Are you serious?

Reply Recommend

O Observation Post ·· 17 HOURS AGO

It’s a lovely house. But if “in this house, I can go anywhere” why does the family have to 
eat outside 5 days a week? They’re not in the Algarve.
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